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__ This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States .._C',

_, e f- 1 Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor of their 3=,any
, Q:_---I employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- r,o

- _,, (_03 bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or ._
C_ process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- r,o
Z ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, "'

r" manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

_._ and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the I

r13 _ " United States Government or any agency thereof. (
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INTRODUCTION

Radiological risk evaluation guidelines for the public and workers have been

developed at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) based upon the Nuclear

Safety Policy of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) established in Secretary

of Energy Notice SEN-35-91 (DOE1991). The DOEnuclear safety policy states

that the general public be protected.such that no individual bears significant

additional risk to health and safety from the operation of a DOEnuclear

facility above the risks to which members of the general population are

normal ly exposed.

The radiological risk evaluation guidelines developed at PNL are unique in

that they are I) based upon quantitative risk goals and 2) provide a

consistent level of risk management. These guidelines are used to evaluate

the risk from radiological accidents that may occur during research and

development activities at PNL. A safety analyst uses the frequency of the

potential accident and the radiological dose to a given receptor to determine

if the accident consequences meet the objectives of the Nuclear Safety Policy.

DEVELOPMENTOF RISK EVALUATIONGUIDELINES

The two nuclear safety goals stated in SEN-35-91 for protection of the public

were used as the starting point in developing the guidelines. A third nuclear

safety goal, for protection of workers, was developed by PNL using the

philosophy implicit in SEN-35-91. From each nuclear safety goal a

quantitative risk goal was defined. Finally, these risk goals were used to

derive the risk evaluation guidelines for the public and worker. The

development process is illustrated in Figure I.

Both DOEnuclear safety goals address limiting risk to the general public from

DOEoperations. Nuclear Safety Goal I limits the risk to the public from

prompt fatalities to 0.1% of the sum of the risk from all other accidents.

Nuclear Safety Goal 2 limits the risk to the public from cancer fatalities to

0.1% of the risk from all other causes of death.



Risk EvaluationGuidelineI. The objectiveof NuclearSafety Goal I is to

limit immediatefatalitiesin the general population. However, the risk (R)

to anv individua|from prompt, radiation-inducedfatality should be low.

Therefore,PNL extendedthe applicationof this goal to the theoretical

maximallyexposed individual (MEI) at or beyond the site boundary (i.e.,the

Public MEI) and on-site but outsidethe facility (i.e.,the Worker MEI).

Death rate statisticsfrom the National Safety Council (NSC) were used to

quantifythis goal. Annually there are approximately40 fatalitiesper

100,000 individualsin the general populationdue to accidents (NSC 1991).

This death rate and the objectiveof 0.1% of normal risk included in Nuclear

Safety Goal I were used to quantifyRisk Goal I for prompt fatalities"

R _ 4 x 10_ fatalities• yr< (I)

This is a very low risk of prompt fatalities. The consequence(C) in this

goal is any prompt fatality,so the limiting case is one prompt fatality per

event. Solving for event frequency(F), this goal beco_aes"

F - R _4 x 10-Tyr-1 (2)
C

which is just into the incredibleregion for event frequencies(F < I0-Byr1).

Therefore,the quantitativeinterpretationof this goal is that prompt,

radiation-inducedfatalitiesare not allowedfor credible events (F _ I0-B

yr-1).

The conditionof "n__oprompt fatalitiesallowedfor credible events" required

that a strict maximum allowed dose be established. This constraintwas met by

limitingthe maximum dose (D) allowedto a 100-remeffectivedose equivalent

(EDE) for both MEIs. No prompt fatalitiesare expected at doses of 100 rad

(ICRP 1991), or by extension,at 100 rem. Thus, Nuclear Safety Goal I is met

by"
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Risk EvaluationGuidelineI
. ,

Devent ,: I00 rem EDE for Fevent :,10-6 yr"I
, ' _ , ,,

Application" general public and workers
' ,,;'I, , , ,,,, '

Nuclear Safety Goal 1 sets the limiting dose for the risk evaluation

guidelines.

Risk EvaluationGuideline2. The concernof NuclearSafety Goal 2 is latent

cancer fatalities. Death rate statisticswere used to quantify risk goals for

this nuclear safety goal. There are approximately200 fatalitiesannually per

100,000 individualsin the generalpopulationdue to cancer (NSC 1991). This

annual death rate and the objectiveof 0.1% provided in Nuclear Safety Goal 2

were used to quantify Risk Goal 2 for a cancer fatalitiesin a public MEI, as

follows:

R _ 2 x 104 fatalities • yr-1 (3)

The risk relationshipis a functionof event frequency (F), dose (D), and

cancer inductionrate (1)"

R =F • (D. I) (4)

The value of R is set in Risk Goal 2. The value of I for fatal cancer

inductionrates in the general populationwas taken from recommendationsof

the InternationalCommissionof RadiologicalProtection (ICRP 1991). The risk

guideline,therefore,can be expressedin terms of the maximum acceptabledose

(D) for a given event frequency (F):

R
Dmax - (5)

(F.I)

The fatal cancer inductionrate for the general population (all ages) is 5 x



10-4fatalities.rein"I (ICRP 1991). Using this value (for I in Equation5), the

Risk EvaluationGuideline2, to limit cancer fatalitiesin the general public,

is as follows"

_, ,, , ,,

Risk EvaluationGuideline2
,, !_ ,,, ,, ,,_

Devent < 4 x I0-3/ F
. ,', T '_'I

Application" general public
,.,,, .

Risk EvaluationGuideline3. The Nuclear Safety Policy of DOE is concerned

with limitingthe risk to the general public surroundingDOE facilities. PNL

used the Nuclear Safety Policy as the cornerstoneof a broader PNL policy,

expanding it to cover PNL workers as well as the general public. Nuclear

Safety Goal 3 was developedusing the implicitDOE nuclearsafety philosophy,

statingthat risk to a worker from fatalitiesdue to accidents should not

exceed the risk to workers in other, relativelysafe industries.

Nuclear Safety Goal 3 is quantifiedin Risk Goal 3 using fatal accidentrate

statisticsas a basis for limiting risk from latentcancer fatalities. It

thereforesomewhatcombines the approachesused in Risk Goals I and 2.

Similarto NuclearSafety Goal 2, the concern of Nuclear Safety Goal 3 is

latent cancer fatalities. As was done for Nuclear Safety Goal I, death rate

statistics (fatalaccidents)from the NSC (1991)were used to quantify risk

goals for this nuclear safety goal.

Annually there are approximately4 accidentaldeaths per 100,000workers in

the relativelysafe industriesof trades and services. Using this annual

death rate and the objectiveof Nuclear Safety Goal 3, the risk of latent

cancer fatalitiesto the worker MEI from cancer fatalities is quantified in

Risk Goal 3 as follows:



R _ 4 x I0-sfatalities-yr-I (6)

The fatal cancer inductionrate for the work force (20 to 64 years of age) is

4 x 10.4fatalities.rem-I (ICRP 1991). Using the value for I, and the

Equation6 for R in Equation 5, Risk EvaluationGuideline3, to limit cancer

fatalities in the work force, is as follows"

,,,,,

Risk EvaluationGuideline3

Devent _ I x 10"I/ F
,,,,,, ,,, , , ,

Application. Workers
,,

APPLICATIONOF RISK EVALUATIONGUIDELINES

In safety analyses,the frequenciesand consequencesof postulatedevents are

determined. Events determinedto have a frequencyof less than 10.6yr"Iare

considered incredibleand need not be furtherevaluated. Selectedcredible

events are further analyzed to determinepotentialdose consequencesto the

Public MEI and the Worker MEI in order to make a determinationif an undue

risk exists.

The three risk evaluationguidelinesare used to assist in making these

judgements. Using the event frequency,the risk evaluationguidelinesare

used to determinethe doses againstwhich the consequencesof that event are

evaluated. If the doses from the event meet Risk EvaluationGuidelinesI

and 2 for the Public MEI and Risk EvaluationGuidelinesI and 3 for the Worker

MEI, the risk from that event is consideredacceptable. Conversely,if any of

the guidelinesare not met, then additionalanalysesor controls may be needed

to reduce the dose and/or frequencyof the event.

Each event is evaluatedon a case-by-casebasis. The risk evaluation

guidelines are used as tools to assist in making the final determinationif an
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undue risk exists. These guidelinesare not to be treated as rigid criteria

for acceptingrisk.

Alternateapproachesfor using the guidelinesare providedto give the analyst

flexibilityand encouragethe use of cost-effectivetechniques in the

performanceof accident analyses. In going from one approach to the next, the

required level of analysisgets progressivelyeasier (i.e., F need not be well

defined). However, the risk evaluationguidelinebecomesmore restrictiveto

accountfor increaseduncertainty. The analystmay choose the method most

appropriatefor his needs, limitations,and resources.

CONCLUSION

To achievetheir purpose,risk evaluationguidelinesshould providea

consistentrisk level for a range of accidenb frequenciesand a range of dose

consequence. The risk should be based upon comparisonwith other types of

risk to which the public and worker are exposed. For the public, accidentsat

DOE nuclearfacilitiesrepresentan involuntaryrisk. Therefore,the public

guidelinerisk level should be small comparedto other risks the public

i commonly encounters. For workers, the risk guidelineshould representa level

of risk comparableto the risk to workers in other, relativelysafe

industries.

DOE's Nuclear Safety Policy and publisheddeath rate statisticsfor the public

and workerswere used to develop risk evaluationguidelines. The methodology

developedhere was used to calculateand plot risk values (fatalities-yr"I)

shown in Figure 2 based on various causes of death as a function of event

frequencyand dose equivalent. From this graph four regions of risk may be

defined as shown in Figure 3" unacceptablerisk, normal risk, very low risk,

and insignificantrisk. These data and the resultingregions of risk provide

perspectivefor comparingthe radiologicalrisk evaluationguidelinesto

actual risks the public and workers experiencein normal day-to-dayliving.

The risk guidelinefor the public falls within the very low risk region. The

risk guidelinefor the worker falls within the lower portion of the normal
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risk region.

The radiologicalrisk evaluationguidelinesare an effectivetool for

assistingin the management of risk at DOE nonreactornuclear facilities.

These guidelines I) meet the nuclear safety policy of DOE, 2) establisha tool

for managing risk at a consistentlevel within the defined constraints,and

3) set risk at an appropriatelevel, as comparedwith other risks encountered

by the public and worker.
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FIGURE 3. Regionsof Risk and Comparisonto PNL RadiologicalRisk Goals
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